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Mateusz Grochowski  *

Functional Transformation of Formal Requirements: A Comment on the “Functions of the Form 
of Transaction” by Giorgi Amiranashvili 

1. In the present article1, G. Amiranashvili gives an interesting and thorough account of functions
attributed to formal requirements in private law. His contribution tends to universalize this topic 
and identify the overriding aims that are common for formal requirements in the European legal 
tradition, regardless of a particular jurisdiction. The analysis has been grounded, hence, on a broad 
selection of fundamental works on the European private law and its tradition (including i.e. the 
core works of the German pandects tradition). 

The article identifies precisely the main aims associated with formal requirements and tries to 
categorize them according to various criteria. Its aims do not cease, however, at simple 
categorization and cataloging of functions. The author tries to investigate thoroughly the 
underlying concepts behind formal requirements as such, as well as underpinning assumptions 
framing each of the discussed functions. Therefore, the article can serve as a useful and 
comprehensive guide to the problem of formal requirements in private law. It presents, in 
particular, a broad explanation of functional rationale, justifying regulation of private law dealings 
through formal requirements. 

The “functional” concept of formal requirements – as opposed to the previous “constitutive” 
(“absolute”) view2 – has been developed through a long evolution in the European legal tradition, 
lasting for a few centuries. The text of G. Amiranashvili portrays the set of these functions at a 
peak of its development. 

Beyond a doubt, however, the evolution that led to this set of functions – call it “classical” – is, 
however, far from being closed and final. The concept of formal requirements, as a regulatory tool 
in private law, keeps changing almost permanently, which pertains not only to their legislative 
design but also to their functional background. These current alterations are still quite undefined 
and did not substantiate finally in European jurisdictions. From the perspective of in-depth 
scrutiny of the classical fundaments of formalities, provided by G. Amiranashvili, these new 
phenomena deserve, however, some attention. Three of these issues seem particularly attention-
worthy and will be discussed briefly below. 
2. The predominant reason behind this ongoing alteration is deeply rooted in the transformations
occurring in the social environment of private law, with particular regard to the law of contracts. 
From the functional perspective, formal requirements remain one of the most “socially-oriented” 
tools of regulation in the private law realm. They are inseparably linked with the communicative 
schemes developed in a particular society in a particular time and place. This close intersection 

* Senior Reasearch Fellow at Max Planck Institute for Comparative and International Private Law, Assistant Professor in
the Institute of Law Studies of the Polish Academy of Science and Affiliated Feloow at the Information Society Project 
(Yale Law School). 
1 Amiranashvili, G., Functions of the form of Transaction, Journal of Law, 2016, 1, 42-53. 
2 See e.g. Flume, W., Allgemeiner Teil des Burgerlichen Rechts, Vol. 2, Das Rechtsgeschaft, Berlin-Heidelberg-New 
York, 1979, 244. 
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plays a crucial role in the regulatory goals that are obtainable through formal requirements and – 
consequently – their legislative design. One of the most illustrative examples in this respect is the 
traditional concept of “in writing” formal requirement (Schriftform)3, recognized commonly in 
European jurisdictions as a statement put on paper (or similar medium) in alphabetic or numeric 
characters, accompanied by a handwritten signature. This requirement can be perceived as 
emblematic for the classical notion of formal requirements, incorporating most of their classical 
functions – analyzed thoroughly by G. Amiranashvili. The practical gravity of this form is, 
however, deeply rooted in the meaning associated with the paper document and signature in 
social dealings. For instance, putting a signature is commonly recognized as an act of formal 
recognition that a particular declaration is final and solemn (which can be associated with the 
“function of serious intention” discussed by G. Amiranashvili). 

As a consequence, profound changes in the sphere of social communication or market practice 
entail also significant changes in the sphere of formal requirements. A vast number of transactions 
is concluded contemporarily merely online, without producing any documents in the classical 
sense. Consequently, also signature or other typical elements of the form are not feasible in e-
commerce. Proper regulation of this sphere requires, hence, developing peculiar tools – quite 
apart from the classical regulatory design of formalities. The number of questions and doubts in 
this sphere still exceeds far the set of reliable regulatory instruments4. Therefore, with some 
exceptions, e-commerce does not accept traditional formalities – at the same time, however, it 
may not be easily subordinated to any other regulatory technique that may perform the same 
functions. As a result, the sphere of online contracting remains a playground for various types of 
self-regulation (including e.g. introduction of particular algorithms of contracting, ways for 
expressing consent for an offer, etc.). As a further result, the classical set of functions of formal 
requirements may occur quite obsolete and hardly obtainable in this area. 

3. Apart from the aforementioned, in the legal domain of the European Union, formal
requirements gain currently another dimension: they are widely treated as an instrument of 
protecting the weaker participant to the market (a consumer in the meaning of EU law). 
Formalities play here a unique and particular role, almost unprecedented in the classical approach 
towards formal requirements. In most instances, they are closely associated with disclosure duties 
imposed upon business parties – and constituting the cornerstone of the EU “protection-through-
information” regulatory policy of the consumer market. Formal requirements are intended, from 
this perspective, to facilitate the flow of information and its better comprehension by a consumer5. 

Notably – as opposed to the classical concept of form, the object of formalization are not 
declarations of intent (i.e. statements intended to produce directly legal effects), but rather 
statements on facts (communicating knowledge on particular circumstances, required by a duty of 
disclosure). Moreover, EU consumer law institutes also unique types of formal requirements. The 
most illustrative example in this respect can be the requirement of “durable medium”, prescribed 
for duties to inform in the contemporary consumer legislation. 

3 See e.g. §126 BGB (one of the crucial regulatory patterns of this form in European legal culture). 
4 See, for instance, Franceschi, A. De, The EU Digital Single Market Strategy in Light of the Consumer Rights Directive: 
The ‘Button Solution’ for Internet Cost Traps and the Need for a More Systematic Approach, Journal of European 
Consumer and Market Law, 2015, No. 4, 145 f. 
5 See also Mankowski, P., Information and Formal Requirements in EC Private Law, European Review of Private Law, 
2005, No. 5, 781. 
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All of these traces of evolution change significantly the classical face of formal requirements in 
private law. In a nutshell, they strengthen the importance of form in private law dealings, 
focusing however on different phases of making an agreement and using different legislative 
constructions than classical private law. The developments in question are often referred to as 
“new formalism” or “renaissance of formalism” in private law6. The functional aspects of these 
recent occurrences – focused on information and acting protectively – benchmark one of the most 
important transformations of form, still not finished, nor fully defined. 

4. Last but not least, the contemporary market seems to seek alternatives for formal requirements
that substitute their functions. It pertains especially to e-commerce, where the specificity of 
technical devices available for contracting parties allows for developing diverse instruments, in 
some instances not associated with any sort of formalities in the classical sense. 

The measures in question are particularly useful in terms of assuring trust amongst the parties – in 
many instances contacting only via electronic devices and, therefore, lacking reliable evidence of 
the identity and other features of the contractor. In the traditional dealings, many of these 
shortcomings have been dealt with by formal requirements, allowing to authenticate statements 
of the parties and confirm some of the basic circumstances (like the name, legal form of 
participation in the market, etc.). As a response to these deficiencies, modern e-commerce 
develops other means of reassuring contractors and enhancing market trust. They subsidize formal 
requirements, usually shifting focus on substantial, rather than purely formal elements. A vivid 
example of them can be rating systems, common e.g. in online auctions (e.g. eBay) or other types 
of platforms (like Air B’n’B). The assessment of a particular supplier or client is established, upon 
these schemes, in a network-based way, as a sum of individual assessments made by other 
contracting partners7. 

5. All in all, the contribution of G. Amiranashvili establishes fundamental observations for the
sphere of formal requirements in private law. He portrays these functions in their well-developed, 
“classical” shape. The article provides a wide and thorough explanation of the functional 
framework of formal requirements, which – as the author clearly explains – are the founding 
assumption of formal requirements as a tool of regulation in private law. The brief comments 
made above were intended to add another dimension to the aforementioned functions – drawing 
attention to the new phenomena in the sphere of form. Undoubtedly, they bring about profound 
alterations to the functional background of formalities, though their precise impact and shape 
seem still rather vague and should remain a field for further inquiry.  

6 Cf., among others, Mankowski, P., Formvorschriften und Europäisches Privatrecht, Europäisches Vertragsrecht im 
Gemeinschaftsrecht, Schulte-Nölke, H., Schulze, R. (eds.), Köln, 2002, 184-191, 182; Venosta, F., Profili del 
neoformalismo negoziale, con particolare riguardo alle forme telematiche ed al precetto di transparenza, Tre studi sul 
contratto, Venosta, F., ed., Milan, 2008, 93. 
7 Cf. also Busch, C., Towards a „New Approach” in European Consumer Law: Standardisation and Co-Regulation in the 
Digital Single Market, Journal of European Consumer and Market Law, 2016, No. 5. 
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